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Calling  all graduating  seniors!  We are collecting  names of our  neighborhood 

graduates for the graduation  banners posted at  the front of each  HR 

subdivision.   Please send names to the HHOA Board email (found at 

hedgerowhhoa.gmail.com).  

Further, help is needed with  graduation  information on our website.   We are 

looking  to post  additional kudos about  your  graduates.  If an  almost  empty 

nester  parental unit would like to help coordinate, please contact  Rachelle 

Day  at the email  listed above.  She desperately  needs assistance from  someone 

familiar  with high  school.  FYI,  when  your  child leaves for  college,  she is 

officially out of the nest.
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Thank you  to everyone who has paid their  HOA  dues in full.   Unfortunately, 

we still have members who owe outstanding dues.  As of the end of March, 

there are 52 members who owe a total of $31,190.50.  

If you  still  owe HOA  dues, please reach  out  to HOA’s management  partner 

Community  Management  Association  (CMA) or  the Board (at the email listed 

below)  to discuss your  current  situation.   Our  community  relies upon  these 

funds to pay  our  bills, to maintain our  common  areas, and to plan  for  future 

improvements.

Finally,  the Board is still  in  need of a  Treasurer.  This position is no longer 

“the black  hole of lost  time”  that it  once was.  CMA  does all  our  bill  paying, 

invoicing,  contract  bidding  and numerous other  things.  Yet, we need a liaison 

between  the board and our  management  company,  so they  may  take action on 

board voted upon  and approved decisions.  CMA does the work  after 

decisions are  made.  Our CMA  Representative, Kiva  Brewer, is super  helpful 

and easy  to work with.  If one of you  has a  little time and can  fill this board 

position,  please contact us at hedgerowhhoa.gmail.com.  Your  help makes our 

neighborhood stronger and a  better  place to live.  Please consider 

volunteering to help. 
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The fabulous Laurie 

Dickson and Jan 

Goldberg  are especially 

thanked for putting their 

heart and sweat labor into 

revitalizing the HIV 

entrance.  The dynamic 

duo spent many hours in 

the baking sun sprucing up 

the front area.  They really do have that Martha 

Stewart touch. Way to go Supergirls!  

The Board would like to recognize all the wonderful 

improvements to lawns and homes in recent 

months.   We feel that  a  neighbor who makes 

improvements to his/her  home benefits all of us as 

we all  enjoy  living  in  a  beautiful, well-maintained 

community.   The Board would like to give official 

recognition  to the following families for  making  

strides to beautify their lawns/homes.  

P l e a s e b e a d v i s e d t h a t  o u r  w e b s i t e 

(www.hedgerowhoa.com) has inexplicably 

dropped some email addresses from  the 

automatic  updates service.   We are working 

with  WordPress to address this,  but encourage 

members to visit  the site,  catch-up on the 

latest  news,  and to re-enroll for  the email 

update service.  If you weren’t aware there was 

an  automated update from  your  HOA, you can 

sign-up at  our  home page to receive updates 

anytime new  content is added or  a  comment is 

posted. 

OO O H  LA  LA,  NI C E  JO B!  

Halloran Family

Matthews Family

Steeves Family

!

TH E  GR A S S. . .
Or  does it just  seem  that way?   Remember  that 

early  spring  is a  great  time for  fertilizing  and 

weed control  for your  lawn.   Proper  fertilization 

ensures a  healthy,  dense lawn that maintains a 

dark-green  color  and gives weeds a  run for  their 

money.    Spring is also a good time to trim  limbs 

away  from  the house to prevent water  damage, 

and intrusive pests.   Here are a few  tips for 

successful fertilizing:

-Always water after fertilizing. 

- If the weather  is hot,  wait  until it  cools before 

fertilizing. 

-Nitrogen  is every  lawn's most  important 

nutrient,  and each  type of grass requires 

different amounts to maintain  the highest-

quality turf. 

WE B S I T E  GL I T C H  

email 
deleted.
 he,he,he!

KU D O S  
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WO R D S  F R O M  T H E  BO A R D

So as you know if you attended the annual meeting in March, we had some work to do on the pools this 

year.  It’s been a while since any major maintenance has been done, and it will come as no shock to 

many of you, but the pools were falling into disrepair.  At the onset, the plan was to do the minimal 

amount of work to the Hedgerow I pool, and more extensive repairs at HRV.  The reason for this is that 

the Board is working toward a vision, and the vision is that in 3-5 years, we will completely re-work the 

pool area and facilities at HRI.  Because HRV is a newer pool, the time horizon for a major make-over 

was about 8-10 years out.  These are purely estimates, because as you’ll see if you keep reading, we still 

have several unknown variables that we’d like to enlist some help with.  So specifically, the plan was to 

replace the tile in HRI, touch up the grout work, patch the plaster, replace the skimmer (which was 

leaking water for 2010), and complete any of the safety repairs needed to get our pool in shape for the 

season.  For HRV, we planned to replace the tile line, completely re-plaster the pool, and touch up grout 

and other safety issues.  Things went according to plan for HRI, but in HRV, once the tiles were up, it 

became apparent that the coping would have to be replaced as well, it was too roughshod relative to the 

new tile, and Nautix did not feel comfortable “completing” a job with the end result looking like it was.  

Therefore we made the decision to complete the coping, finish up the tile, and re-plaster the pool (as 

planned).  When you walk into the HRV pool on opening weekend, you should see a dramatic 

improvement over that of last summer.  We had planned one additional change to the pool facilities 

that fell by the wayside with the un-anticipated additional repairs at HRV – new pool furniture.  As 

many of you know, the furniture we have now is hand-me-downs from Indian Hills, at or exceeding its 

natural life.  The Board had voted to replace the furniture, but in light of the extra expenses, we could 

not justify that expenditure – but please note that it will be built into the budget for 2012.

Now back to this “vision”.  Just a few years ago, the HOA was living paycheck to paycheck.  And by that 

I mean, we needed every dollar that came in from homeowners to pay our landscaping, pool 

maintenance, and utilities bills.  Thanks to the team that came before this current Board, and the 

absolutely necessary dues increase (please hold the groans and complaints until you at least hear me 

out), we are actually starting to build a bit of cushion, or reserve.  First and foremost, this reserve is held 

in case of emergency, or gasp! unexpected expenses.  Those never happen, right?  You can always plan 

for and budget every dollar that gets spent.  Not typically.  Just like the weathermen can’t always predict  

that tornado or hurricane (no offense Brad, really, we think you’re fantastic), and brilliant market 

analysts can’t always predict performance (hello, Enron anyone?), unexpected things do happen that 

create unplanned expenses.  This year it was the coping at the pool.  Next year it could be a tornado that  

tears down trees and destroys the common areas.  The point is, we need to be prepared for that, and 

have enough in reserve to be able to handle the situation financially, if/when it occurs.  The other, 

slightly more interesting reason to have a reserve is to be able to improve our common areas.  I’m sure 

you’ve noticed just driving around Mabry and Shallowford Roads that there are quite a few very nice 

pool facilities around us.  Don’t get me wrong, I’m not suggesting we take on debt á la Westchester and 

build an enormous clubhouse (quite the contrary), what I am suggesting is that we can put away enough  

money (thanks to the dues increase) to renovate our own facilities.  The previous Board enlisted the 



help of some consultants to do a “Reserve Study”, and without going into too much detail because I can 

sense the eyes glazing over already, this gives us an idea of the average remaining life of all assets of our 

community, and estimated replacement costs.  The pools, specifically HRI, were some of the key assets 

estimated near or at, the end of their useful lives.  As you can guess, this will not be an insignificant 

expense.  However, if we have a few years like 2010, and really put away the vast majority of the dues 

that don’t go directly to pay pool maintenance, landscaping and utilities, this is a real, tangible event 

that can happen in just a handful of years.  Here is where we need some help.  I know that in the 276 

homes of Hedgerow, we have engineers and architects – people who might be willing to donate some 

time to help us develop a vision on paper, and start getting at an actual dollar cost so we know exactly 

how long it will take to get there.  If you are one of these people, or know one, please let us know.  

Enhancing the common areas of our neighborhood, whether you use them or not, enhances ALL of our 

property values.  If you disagree, think of it this way.  Maybe you don’t use the pool, your kids are grown,  

and frankly you’re frustrated that you pay dues every year because you think you don’t get the full 

benefit of them.  Then, comes the day when you want to sell your house.  A young family is looking at 

your house; they have a couple of kids, at a ripe pool age.  However, they’re also looking at a house in 

Chimney Lakes, or Westchester.  Same size house, same level of upgrades, etc.  But their pool facilities 

are a lot nicer.  I hate to say it, but they’re likely to choose the other house, all else being equal.  So if 

you’ve never felt the tangible value of a swim/tennis community, that’s where you’ll feel it.

Further, I’m not trying to downplay the benefits of tennis.  This is Atlanta, after all, home of ALTA.  The 

tennis facilities play right into this renovation, and will likely need replacing before the pools – not an 

insignificant expense either.  So just go ahead and throw some more fuel on the “thanks for the dues 

increase” fire.  The point is, albeit somewhat long-winded, we are working hard to not only handle the 

day-to-day operations that come with a very large homeowners’ association, but that we’re also thinking 

big picture and long term. 

HOW ARE WE DOING ON DUES COLLECTION?

No newsflash here, but 2008, 2009 and 2010 were some really tough times economically.  And I don’t 

just mean in the markets, I mean real world.  A lot of people lost their jobs, and have had, or are still 

having, a tough time re-entering the work force.  The Board gets that.  If you are truly having a hard 

time managing your finances, we will work with you.  Our rule of thumb is, if you take the initiative to 

reach out to the Board, and you’re willing to make payments, no matter how small the increment, we 

will not assess late fees.    We have several homeowners that split the dues into monthly payments, so 

each month they send CMA a check for $47.0833.  Or pay quarterly, and send a check for $141.25 each 

quarter.  This is not license to simply forego paying, but we are committed to working with our 

neighbors.  Historically, we have not advertised this option, because frankly, operationally, it’s much 

tougher.  However, my concern is that rather than reaching out and asking to pay in increments, 

homeowners simply aren’t paying because they cannot afford the full balance in one piece.  So if that’s 
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you, please contact Kiva Brewer at CMA and/or the Board, at kbrewer@cmacommunities.com and 

contacthhoa@gmail.com.  

Now that I’ve got that part off my chest, let’s talk collections.  The numbers below include Charter 

Members that are actively participating in the association and use of the common grounds, and 

Mandatory members.  Charter Members who are non-participatory are not captured since technically, 

they are not obligated to pay dues – however, it should be noted, that those who do not pay cannot use 

the common facilities, i.e. pool and tennis, primarily.  The graph below gives you a snapshot as of March 

31.

Unfortunately, we still have a handful of homeowners who owe dues from 2010.  Specifically, 4 

homeowners have made no payments and have been unresponsive in our attempts to collect dues from 

2010 and 2011.  3 have made some level of payment in 2010, but have a balance outstanding, as well as 

2011 dues.  37 have made no payments in 2011.  And then lastly, 7 have reached out to the board and are 

making payments in increments for 2011 – NOTE, these homeowners are considered to be in good 

standing, and will have use of the facilities.  Total amounts owed to the association equal $31,190.50.  The 

Board is currently having dialogue regarding next steps on those still owing 2010 dues. 

HAVE COMMENTS?  QUESTIONS? CONCERNS?

Please. Pretty Please.  Reach out to the Board.  We cannot address issues unless we know they exist, and 

have specifics.  Either grab a Board Member next time you see them working in the yard or at the bus 

stop, or shoot an email to contacthhoa@gmail.com.  We see it immediately if you get the address right :)

HOA Dues Payments for Charter Members

mailto:kbrewer@cmacommunities.com
mailto:kbrewer@cmacommunities.com


For  those pining  for the “good ‘ol  days”  in  the 

‘hood, back when we had a  printed directory, 

don’t despair!!  The Board is working  with a 

printer  to re-publish  the information  from 

those members who have filled out  a  consent 

form.   If you  wish  to be included in  the 

Hedgerow  Directory  and you  haven’t yet given 

us permission  to use your  information,  please 

contact  us at  contacthhoa@gmail.com  so we 

can include you.

And for  those pining for  skinny  ties and spiked 

hair,  well,  you’ll  probably  have to hang  on  just 

a bit longer! 

No, not  Beckham’s “Posh”  but the Wow! that  looks 

great  “Posh”.   It’s almost  pool  season and we need 

your  help tidying  up the common area  around the 

pools.   Mosey  on  down to HRI or  HRV  pool  on 

Saturday, May  14th at  9:00 am  to help spruce 

things up in  anticipation  of a  busy  summer. 

Because it’s much  nicer  sipping  a  cold beverage in 

“posh”  surroundings, yes?  If possible,  please bring 

a  lawn  tool  or  two, trash/lawn bags,  and an 

infectiously happy attitude.

HE L P  GE T  HE D G E R O W  PO S H  

WH O’S  I N  T H E  ‘H O O D?

411

SE R V E  & VO L L E Y

Just  a  reminder  to everyone, particularly  captains, that  you  are responsible for collecting  your non-

resident  players dues of $25  for  each  league season.  I know  this can  be a  thankless task,  but  these fees 

supplement  the  budget each  year  towards restroom  cleaning when  the pool  is closed,  supplies,  and tennis 

court  repairs.  The captain’s code will  be changed for  the upcoming season again  due to difficulty  getting 

captain’s to respond to requests for  non-resident fees.  You  will have to contact  me directly  to obtain  the 

code.  Be prepared to give me a  count of your  non-resident  players.  Also, please make sure your  email 

address is correct on our online reservation system at www.reservemycourt.com.

Also, we have had some complaints about  trash.  It  is the captains’ and players’ responsibility  to empty 

the on-court  trash  and pick up trash  after  matches,  which  includes making  sure the dumpsters are taken 

to the curb when  full.   Another  messy  task, I know, but this keeps the courts clean  and reduces rotting 

trash  smells that  are unpleasant  for  the residents and players, but  also attract  rodents and insects.  

Thanks and I hope everyone enjoys the spring and summer seasons!

Christina Firth – Tennis Chair
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SU N S C R E E N,  PO O L  CA R D S,  A N D  KE Y S  OH  MY!

Seriously, if you have any sane, nice friends that are looking for a pool to join for the summer, we have a 

“seasonal membership” option.  The family must be sponsored by a current HOA member in good 

standing, and the cost is $250 for a family of 4, with $50/pp for each additional family member.  There 

is a separate waiver that must be signed.  Please contact Jennifer Beatty (see below) for the waiver and 

information on where to send the check.

POOL KEYS 

Those in need of a replacement pool key should contact Suzanne Evans or Andrea Waters (see below). 

The cost for replacing a lost key is $5.00.  

SWIM CARDS & 2011 POOL LIABILITY WAIVER

Further, updated 2011 HHOA swim cards will be issued & distributed via mailbox for members aged 

10-18 according to completed & returned Waivers.  The waiver can be found in the back of this 

newsletter or online at our HOA website.  Please fill out the waiver by May 16th to receive a pool card 

before pool season starts.

 2011 POOL CONTACTS:

HI-HIV

Jennifer Beatty:  404-561-1755 or jennybeatty@comcast.net

Suzanne Evans:  770-587-0843 or suzhevans@bellsouth.net

Heather Reardon:  hrkheather@yahoo.com

HV

Andrea Waters 678-585-0722 or frostywaters@yahoo.com

SEASONAL POOL MEMBERSHIPS

Do you have a friend who looks like Matthew McConaughey or Olivia Wilde?  One 

who would look good lounging by our Hedgerow pool?  Well, please tweet and them 

that Hedgerow seasonal memberships  are now available to a select few.  

Summer afternoon - summer afternoon; 

to me those have always been

the two most beautiful words in the 

English language.! 

~Henry James

mailto:jennybeatty@comcast.net
mailto:jennybeatty@comcast.net
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May 28th

HRI & HRV Pool

Noon

 Odds bring appetizer

Evens bring dessert

B.Y.O.M.

When walking your precious pooch,  please 

remember a few rules of etiquette:

• Please use a leash

• Please stay on common 

property and off personal 

property

• Please don’t allow your dog 

to void on mailboxes

• Please pick up your pet’s 

waste

• Please remember, not everyone likes dogs

• If you have to ask what void is, you shouldn’t 

have a pet...

MISS MANNERS FOR FIDO

H E D G E R O W   S C H O O L ’ S   O U T

 P I Z Z A   P A R T Y

W E D N E S D A Y ,  M A Y  2 5 T H

H R 1  @   4 P M

H R V  @  4 P M

VV             VVV    V    

Parents
We still need two 

volunteers to help 
coordinate the HRI 
School’s Out Party.

Please contact Jenny
if you can help:

jennybeatty@comcast.net

SOC I AL  S CENE
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Hedgerow Homeowners Association

Pool Rules
2011

I. Pool Philosophy

The Hedgerow pools are a pivotal part of the common areas and amenities available to Full Active Association Members and are a social hub for 
Hedgerow families during the hot Georgia summers.  The Pool Committee, with the full support of the Board, is committed to providing a fun, safe, 
and respectful environment for our membership, made possible by similar commitment from the members themselves.  The pools are not de facto day 
camps, nor are the lifeguards to be considered baby-sitters, and we are all ultimately responsible for contributing to a positive environment.

II. General Rules

1. Pool access is restricted to Full Active Members of  the HOA and qualified, sponsored Seasonal Members.  Non-participating Charter 
members and Permanent members serving suspensions are not eligible for access; neither as full active members nor as guests of full active 
members

2. All individuals aged 10-18 using the pool must have an updated Hedgerow HOA swim card to be presented to the lifeguard upon request.
3. The lifeguard has complete authority to enforce the rules and to take whatever action is necessary to maintain safety, order, and decorum at 

the pools.  This includes limited suspension of pool rights and, with Board approval, suspension of pool access for the entire season.
4. Once every hour, the lifeguard on duty is entitled to a ten (10) minute break. For the purposes of promoting their health, safety and 

welfare, all swimmers younger than eighteen (18) of  age must exit the pool.  During this time, all minors must be completely out of the 
water.  Infants are allowed in the water while being held by an adult.

5. No running, pushing, or horseplay will be tolerated. Pool games will be limited at the discretion of the lifeguard.
6. Proper bathing attire is required.  No thong suits or cutoffs will be allowed.
7. NO glassware is permitted in the pool enclosure.
8. No bicycles, tricycles, skates, skateboards, etc. are permitted on the pool deck or tennis courts.
9. Idle chatting with the lifeguard, and hanging on the lifeguard stand, is not permitted while the lifeguard is on duty.
10. The lifeguard stand is off limits during Swim at Your Own Risk hours.
11. Only one (1) person at a time is allowed on the diving board.
12. The area in front of and beneath the diving board must be clear before diving.
13. It is the responsibility of  the member and their guests to clean up after themselves when using the pool and covered area. This is especially 

important when using the facilities during the Swim at Your Own Risk hours.
14. Please inform the pool committee if the pool area and/or bathrooms need cleaning or repairs.
15. There will not be any filling of baby pools.
16. A parent must physically be in the pool water with any child age 3 and under even if they have floatation devices on their body.
17. Swim lessons may only be conducted during off-peak hours.

III. Age Requirements

1. Children under age 18 MUST be accompanied by an adult when a lifeguard is not present.  Anyone violating this rule will be suspended 
from both pools for the entire season. 

2. Children age 10 and older without an accompanying adult will be admitted to the pool during Lifeguard on Duty hours only.  The lifeguard 
will be checking the list of members to verify the age of your children. In addition, the lifeguard will be conducting a swim test to verify 
that your child can swim well enough to be at the pool by him/herself without an adult.  This swim test is authorized by you when you sign 
the Acknowledgement and Acceptance of Pool Rules. 

3. Children under age 10 MUST be accompanied by a parent or a parent-appointed guardian (babysitter) at all times.  This guardian 
(babysitter) must be at least 15 years old and assumes responsibility for the children in their care in the same manner as the parent. 

4. Children under 10 and other non-qualified swimmers must pass a test determined by the lifeguard before being allowed to enter the deep 
end.

IV. Health and Safety 

1. Standard Red Cross safety rules apply at all times.  People with communicable diseases and open sores will be restricted from pool usage.
2. Only clean bodies are allowed in the pool. Use the shower prior to entering the pool if necessary.
3. The pools may be closed for operational, health, or safety reasons at the discretion of  the pool Maintenance Company or Hedgerow 

Homeowners Association.
4. Non-potty-trained children MUST wear a “swim diaper” with snug fitting plastic pants over the swim diaper. This is 

required according to the health department.  When children have accidents in the pool, the pool must be shut down for a period of 
24 hours. 



V. Hours of Operation

1. Hedgerow I pool is closed on Wednesdays and Hedgerow V pool is closed on Tuesdays.
2. The pools will open on Thursday, May 26. The Swim at Your Own Risk hours are 8AM until 11PM. Lifeguard on-duty hours are from 

12 noon until 6PM Sunday through Thursday, and 12 noon until 8PM on Friday and Saturday except on above noted 
closed days. 

3. When the pools are closed on their respective days, Swim at Your Own Risk hours apply, subject to private pool party schedules.  A sign 
will be posted on the pool gate if there is a pool party scheduled for that day, noting the hours.

4. The pool main gate must be kept closed and locked at all times. Pool keys may be purchased for a $5 fee from a pool committee person. If 
your key is lost, you must purchase a new one.

VI. Members and Guests

1. The lifeguard will have a list of eligible Full Active Members and Seasonal Members in his/her possession.
2. One guest per family member will be allowed to use the pools and must be accompanied by the member.  There will not be a guest fee 

imposed on local or out-of-town guests.
3. Non-participating Charter members, and Permanent members serving suspensions, are not eligible for access; neither as full active 

members nor as guests of full active members.

VII. Private Parties

A pool may be reserved for private parties on the day that the pool is normally closed, Wednesdays for Hedgerow I pool and Tuesdays for Hedgerow V 
pool.  The following procedures apply:

1. The host must register the party with pool committee member, Suzanne Evans for HI pool or Andrea Waters for HV pool, by reserving the 
allotted time on the Pool Party Calendar.

2. After reserving the date with Suzanne or Andrea, please reserve lifeguard services for the party with Nautix via their website at 
www.nautixpools.com (go to "services" and then "pool parties").  Payment can also be made through the Nautix website.  If you do 
not have access to the Internet, you may schedule the party by calling Nautix at 770-485-3672 and submit payment to Nautix as follows:

Nautix Lifegaurds & Maintenance, LLC.
3595 Canton Road Suite A9, #120
Marietta, GA  30066

IMPORTANT:  Once you reserve your party on the Pool Party Calendar, it is your responsibility to coordinate payment and lifeguard 
arrangements with Nautix.

Pool Party Rules:
1. Private Parties may be scheduled from 8:00am through 10:00pm on Wednesdays for Hedgerow I pool and Tuesdays for Hedgerow V pool.
2. One (1) lifeguard is sufficient for up to 25 people; 2 lifeguards for 26 to 60 people, etc.  One (1) additional lifeguard is required for any 

party involving teenagers, college-age people, or if alcohol is served at the covered area (No alcohol is permitted in the pool enclosure).  
3. On days when a pool party is scheduled, the covered area can also be reserved for the party.  Residents are asked to respect the privacy of 

the party guests.
4. A sign will be posted on the main pool gate noting the time the pool party is scheduled.  There will be NO Swim at Your Own Risk hours 

during a scheduled pool party.  If there are members swimming when the lifeguard arrives to guard a party, he/she will ask the rec. 
members to leave the pool until the party is over.

5. The host may be required to pay a $100 security deposit and is ultimately responsible for any damage that may result from the party 
regardless of the dollar amount. Checks should be made to the Hedgerow Homeowners Association and given to the pool chairperson at 
the time that the party is reserved.

6. The host will be charged $25 per hour per lifeguard, with a 2 hour minimum.
7. A pool party requires one adult chaperone per every 10 people under the age of 18 attending the party.
8. The host must be present at all times.  It is also the responsibility of the host to make sure the pool and covered areas are clear of trash and 

debris (including balloons & strings) at the end of the party and before the lifeguard closes the pool.
  

Hedgerow I Pool Committee:  
 Jennifer Beatty:  404-561-1755  jennybeatty@comcast.net
 Suzanne Evans:  770-587-0843  suzhevans@bellsouth.net
 Heather Reardon:  hrkheather@yahoo.com

Hedgerow V Pool Committee:
 Andrea Waters- 678-585-0722   frostywaters@yahoo.com
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HEDGEROW POOLS LIABILITY WAIVER 2011

The Swim At Your Own Risk feature of the 2011 Pool Rules allows for longer hours of pool access and better use of the facilities.  It is 
the responsibility of each Recreation Member to abide by the safety rules and pool time schedule.  Anyone violating the pool safety 
rules and/or time schedule constraints will be denied access to the pool facilities for the entire season.  
 By signing below, the Recreation Member also agrees to release the Officers and Committee Chairpersons of any and all liability.
 
 Acknowledgement and Acceptance of Pool Rules:     PLEASE PRINT!!!

 Parent Name(s):  _______________________________________               
  

Address:   _______________________________________
                     

Circle One:    HI       HII       HIII       H-IV       HV

  _______________________________________
  Signature and Date 
 
Please note these 2011 Pool Rules:

1 Children age 10 and older without an accompanying adult will be admitted to the pool during Lifeguard on Duty hours only. 
The lifeguard will be checking member cards of recreation members ages 10-18 to verify the age of your children. In 
addition, the lifeguard will be conducting a swim test to verify that your child can swim well enough to be at the pool by him/
herself without an adult. You authorize this swim test when you sign the Acknowledgement and Acceptance of Pool Rules. 

2 A parent or a parent appointed guardian (babysitter) MUST accompany children under age 10 at all times. This guardian 
(babysitter) MUST be at least 15 years old. 

3 The guardian (babysitter) MUST BE COMPLETELY RESPONSIBLE for the child under 10 years of age.  

Please list your children and their ages that will participate in the age 10 and older swim without an accompanying adult while 
Lifeguard on Duty hours:
 ** Only children ages 10-18 will be issued a pool card and must present it to the lifeguard 

_____________________________________________________________-age: _______        Emergency contact #___________________
 
_____________________________________________________________-age: _______ 
    
_____________________________________________________________-age: _______

_____________________________________________________________-age: _______

_____________________________________________________________-age: _______

_____________________________________________________________-age: _______

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM BY MAY 16th  TO A COMMITTEE MEMBER AS FOLLOWS:

Heather Reardon, HI-HIV 4070 Singing Post Lane (HII)
Andrea Waters, HV      4674 Glen Forest Drive (HV)



Have you  looked at  your  mailbox  lately?  Is it  shabby  chic…or just  plain  shabby?  If your  mailbox is 

falling  over, rotten, faded,  or  generally  in  bad shape, here is a  great solution.   Check  out this company 

for  a  replacement mailbox.   The Hedgerow  Architectural  Committee has conferred with  them  and 

strongly  encourages residents to replace run-down mailbox with  a  new  attractive, metal mailbox  like the 

one below.  

Phone / Web: 
aodmailboxes.com 

Phone: 770-436-6198 
Fax: 404-393-9614 

 

Main Address Info:  
 

125 Hillwood Circle 
Newnan, Georgia 30263 

 

770-436-6198 
 

Hedgerow Mailbox Order Form 
 
!

 
Please complete form and fax, mail, or email this form to Addresses of Distinction.  

(Contact info listed on the top of this form) 
To place your order by phone, call (770) 436-6198. All Major Credit Cards accepted. 

 
 

"Installation Address: "! "Billing Address for Credit Card: " !

Name: 
 

____________________________________________ 
 
Address: 
 

____________________________________________ 
 
City, State, Zip Code: 
 

___________________________________    

Name: 
 

____________________________________________ 
 
Address: 
 

____________________________________________ 
 
City, State, Zip Code: 
 

____________________________________________ 

 
Phone Number: _______________________ 

 
Fax / Email: __________________________ 

 
!"#$%&'()$*+,(-------(.(-------(.(-------- 

 
Credit Card #: ____________________________________    Exp: ______ / ______  SCode: _______ 
 
Type of Card:     VISA      MC       AMEX       DISC    
 

 

!

"#$!%#&'($)*+,!-(./0,./!1&0(2+3!

!

!"#$%&"'()))))))))))

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

! "#$%&'(!%)!#*+,-+./!$'+(0%*! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

! 1%.23#-#!+.,-'(('-+%.!%)!.#4!5.+-,!+.!'22%36'.2#!4+-7!(%2'(!

8%,-'(!3#/5('-+%.,!!

!

*"+,-#"'(!! !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

! "5,-!)3##!2',-!'(5$+.5$!2%$8%.#.-,!4+-7!,-'+.(#,,!,-##(!

7'364'3#!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

! 9'+(0%*!,#253#(:!$%5.-#6!%.!'(5$+.5$!8('-#!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

! ;53'0(#!'.6!3+27!0('2<!8%46#3!2%'-#6!)+.+,7!!

! !"#$%&'()'*+,#'+%-./0-.'0+.&1%+#&'2/#3'4%&+5''''''''''''''''''''''

2%'-#6!,%(+6!03',,!.5$0#3,!!

! 9#6+5$!,+=#6!>(+-#!,#3+#,!$'+(0%*!!

 

 

  

PRI C E : $ 295.00 IN C L UDIN G INST A L L A T I O N A ND T A X ES 

MA I L’S  HE R E!
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